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Oracle database administration requires a vast amount
of information and an ability to perform a myriad of
tasks--from installation to tuning to network
troubleshooting to overall daily administration. Oracle
provides many tools for performing these tasks; the trick
is knowing what tool is right for the job, what commands
you need to issue (and when), and what parameters and
privileges you need to set. And, as every DBA knows,
you need to know how do all this under pressure, while
you face crisis after crisis. This book provides a concise
reference to the enormous store of information an Oracle
DBA needs every day (as well as what's needed only
when disaster strikes). It's crammed full of quickreference tables, task lists, and other summary material
that both novice and expert DBAs will use time and time
again. It covers the commands and operations new to
Oracle8, but also provides Oracle7 information for sites
still running earlier versions. Oracle Database
Administration provides two types of material: DBA
tasks--chapters summarizing how to perform critical DBA
functions: installation, performance tuning, preventing
data loss, networking, security and monitoring, auditing,
query optimization, and the use of various Oracle tools
and utilities DBA reference--chapters providing a quick
reference to the Oracle instance and database, the
initialization (INIT.ORA) parameters, the SQL statements
commonly used by DBAs, the data dictionary tables, the
system privileges and roles, and the SQL*Plus, Export,
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Import, and SQL*Loader syntax The book also includes
a resource summary with references to additional books,
Web sites, and other online and offline resources of
special use to Oracle DBAs. Oracle Database
Administration is the single essential reference you'll turn
to again and again. If you must choose only one book to
use at the office, keep at home, or carry to a site you're
troubleshooting, this will be that book.
Entries define each SQL command and describe its use
in Microsoft SQL Server 2000, Oracle 8i, MySQL, and
PostgreSQL 7.0 implementations while offering
examples illustrating important concepts.
SQL in a Nutshell applies the eminently useful "Nutshell"
format to Structured Query Language (SQL), the
elegant--but complex--descriptive language that is used
to create and manipulate large stores of data. For SQL
programmers, analysts, and database administrators, the
new second edition of SQL in a Nutshell is the essential
date language reference for the world's top SQL
database products. SQL in a Nutshell is a lean, focused,
and thoroughly comprehensive reference for those who
live in a deadline-driven world.This invaluable desktop
quick reference drills down and documents every SQL
command and how to use it in both commercial (Oracle,
DB2, and Microsoft SQL Server) and open source
implementations (PostgreSQL, and MySQL). It describes
every command and reference and includes the
command syntax (by vendor, if the syntax differs across
implementations), a clear description, and practical
examples that illustrate important concepts and uses.
And it also explains how the leading commercial and
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open sources database product implement SQL. This
wealth of information is packed into a succinct,
comprehensive, and extraordinarily easy-to-use format
that covers the SQL syntax of no less than 4 different
databases.When you need fast, accurate, detailed, and
up-to-date SQL information, SQL in a Nutshell, Second
Edition will be the quick reference you'll reach for every
time. SQL in a Nutshell is small enough to keep by your
keyboard, and concise (as well as clearly organized)
enough that you can look up the syntax you need quickly
without having to wade through a lot of useless fluff. You
won't want to work on a project involving SQL without it.
There are hundreds of thousands of Oracle Certified
Professional (OCP) DBAs around the world. Most them
aspire to become an Oracle Certified Master, but the
difficulty level of the exam is off the charts and only a
handful of the few that undertake the exam pass it.
Comprising full hands-on labs and lasting for 14 hours
over two days, the exam is among the most rigorous in
the tech world. Indeed, to pass the exam, applicants are
encouraged to take a year-long foundation course. What
if you want to undertake study on your own? There are
hardly any reference materials out there that provide a
thorough coverage of the course syllabus and test topics
in a practical and concise manner--and in a way that will
prepare you to pass the exam with flying colors. Oracle
Certified Master Kamran Aghayev A., in his Study Guide
for Oracle Certified Master 11g Exam, provides thorough
coverage of the topics you must know in depth to
become an OCM. The book covers almost 100 different
subjects, bringing you from intermediate-level knowledge
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to the advanced and expert levels required to pass the
test. What's more, at the end of each chapter, he gives
you specific hand-on tasks and challenges that must be
solved within a specific amount of time. These tasks will
not only help you gain the confidence you need to tackle
the OCM exam, but also be sure-footed while handling
critical issues at work. The book, filled with real-life
scenarios and examples, will prove to be useful even for
someone who does not intend to take the exam. Study
Guide for Oracle Certified Master 11g Exam will ensure
that you: Are ready for every single OCM topic by
guiding you with clear concepts and practical hands-on
experience. Will learn how to solve daily problems
related to any part of Oracle Database Administration,
since an OCM's scope is broad--even without benefit of
a GUI (one of the exam's requirements). Will learn how
to install and configure RAC, ASM, GRID, and
DataGuard, among others. Know how to back up a
database, tune it for optimal efficiency, and solve any
kind of database failure. By earning an OCM certificate,
you will become part of an elite group of Oracle
professionals, significantly enhancing your job prospects!
Covers system architecture, data structures, installation,
management, security, networking, backup, recovery,
and troubleshooting
For the past ten years, O'Reilly's Oracle PL/SQL
Programming has been the bestselling book on PL/SQL,
Oracle's powerful procedural language. Packed with
examples and helpful recommendations, the book has
helped everyone--from novices to experienced
developers, and from Oracle Forms developers to
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database administrators--make the most of PL/SQL. The
fourth edition is a comprehensive update, adding
significant new content and extending coverage to
include the very latest Oracle version, Oracle Database
10g Release 2. It describes such new features as the
PL/SQL optimizing compiler, conditional compilation,
compile-time warnings, regular expressions, set
operators for nested tables, nonsequential collections in
FORALL, the programmer-defined quoting mechanism,
the ability to backtrace an exception to a line number, a
variety of new built-in packages, and support for IEEE
754 compliant floating-point numbers. The new edition
adds brand-new chapters on security (including
encryption, row-level security, fine-grained auditing, and
application contexts), file, email, and web I/O (including
the built-in packages DBMS_OUTPUT, UTL_FILE,
UTL_MAIL, UTL_SMTP, and UTL_HTTP) and
globalization and localization. Co-authored by the world's
foremost PL/SQL authority, Steven Feuerstein, this
classic reference provides language syntax, best
practices, and extensive code, ranging from simple
examples to complete applications--making it a musthave on your road to PL/SQL mastery. A companion web
site contains many more examples and additional
technical content for enhanced learning.
One of the most important challenges faced by Oracle
database administrators and Oracle developers is the
need to tune SQL statements so that they execute
efficiently. Poorly tuned SQL statements are one of the
leading causes of substandard database performance
and poor response time. SQL statements that perform
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poorly result in frustration for users, and can even
prevent a company from serving its customers in a timely
manner. In this book, Mark Gurry shares his in-depth
knowledge of Oracle's SQL statement optimizers. Mark's
knowledge is the result of many hard-fought tuning
battles during his many years of providing Oracle tuning
services to clients. Mark provides insights into the
workings of the rule-based optimizer that go well beyond
what the rules tell you. Mark also provides solutions to
many common problems that occur with both the rulebased and cost-based optimizers. In addition to the
specific problem/solution scenarios for the optimizers,
Mark provides a number of handy SQL tuning tips. He
discusses the various optimizer hints, telling you when
they can be used to good effect. Finally, Mark discusses
the use of the DBMS_STATS package to manage
database statistics, and the use of outlines to specify
execution plans for SQL statements in third-party
applications that you can't otherwise modify.
The Oracle database is one of the most popular in the
world, and for good reason. It's compatible, scalable,
portable, and capable of performing incredibly fast. The
advantages Oracle holds over its competition come with
a price, however--it's a highly complex database that's
becoming more complex with every release. And this
level of detail, of course, can begin to weigh on database
administrators (DBAs). Fortunately, the Oracle DBA
Pocket Guide from O'Reilly is on the case. This handy
reference is designed to help administrators make more
effective use of their time by presenting a compact
summary of DBA tasks in an easy-to-use form. With this
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book by your side, you'll have instant access to the most
important concepts, best practices, tips, and checklists.
Key topics include architecture, installation,
configuration, tuning, and backup/recovery. Everything
that you absolutely must know to do your job well is right
there at your fingertips. Moreover, the Oracle DBA
Pocket Guide covers Oracle Database 9i, as well as its
latest release, Oracle Database 10g. The first database
designed for enterprising grid computing, Oracle
Database 10g significantly reduces the cost of managing
the IT environment with a simplified install, reduced
configuration and management requirements, and
automatic performance diagnosis and SQL tuning. The
latest in O'Reilly's line of bestselling Oracle titles, this
book is an invaluable companion for any database
administrator--new or experienced--interested in
reviewing core Oracle concepts at a glance.
This book helps beginner of Oracle database to pick up
concepts with real life example with an ease. This book
is based on the feedback I have received from my best
selling Oracle book "ORACLE SQL & PL/SQL GOLDEN
DIARY" to provide only the basic concepts with real life
examples.The structure of the book is arranged in such a
way that reader will go through the concepts in chapter 1
& Chapter 2 and in subsequent chapters they will learn
basic Tips to deal with real life examples.The book will
teach:* Comparative analysis of database features and
their usages across Oracle versions* Learn to derive
alternate approach for a functionality in different releases
of database* Learn related concepts associated with
specific challenge* Learn to choose the best approach
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from the set of related concepts to achieve best result*
Familiarize yourself with all basic concepts with real life
example in a nutshellThe audience of this book would
like to cover multiple versions of Oracle and the features
it offers. Seeking the best approach for a challenge has
not been easy in past as it required a large investment of
time and effort to go through the vast amount of
documentation. This 125 pages basic book facilitates
that investment, by exploring and churning the vast
archives of oracle documentation and producing the
output in a nutshell which otherwise readers would need
to spend time on.
From lambda expressions and JavaFX 8 to new support
for network programming and mobile development, Java
8 brings a wealth of changes. This cookbook helps you
get up to speed right away with hundreds of hands-on
recipes across a broad range of Java topics. You’ll learn
useful techniques for everything from debugging and
data structures to GUI development and functional
programming. Each recipe includes self-contained code
solutions that you can freely use, along with a discussion
of how and why they work. If you are familiar with Java
basics, this cookbook will bolster your knowledge of the
language in general and Java 8’s main APIs in
particular. Recipes include: Methods for compiling,
running, and debugging Manipulating, comparing, and
rearranging text Regular expressions for string- and
pattern-matching Handling numbers, dates, and times
Structuring data with collections, arrays, and other types
Object-oriented and functional programming techniques
Directory and filesystem operations Working with
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graphics, audio, and video GUI development, including
JavaFX and handlers Network programming on both
client and server Database access, using JPA,
Hibernate, and JDBC Processing JSON and XML for
data storage Multithreading and concurrency
The authors have revised and updated this bestseller to
include both the Oracle8i and new Oracle9i Internetsavvy database products.
Consists of 4 wheels which can each be revolved on a
separate chart to give information on the Chinese oracle.
Oracle Languages - Syntax summary for SQL language
statements, SQL function calls PL/SQL language
statements and characteristics, PL/SQL built-in package
headers, and Java (JDBC and SQLJ) interfaces to the
Oracle database.
Oracle's Primavera Contract Management, Business
Intelligence Publisher Edition is a document
management, job cost, and field controls solution that
keeps construction projects on schedule and on budget
through complete project control. "Oracle Primavera
Contract Management, Business Intelligence Publisher
Edition v14" explains the concepts behind the core
modules and how to use them. "Oracle Primavera
Contract Management, Business Intelligence Publisher
Edition v14" makes this complex application
understandable. You will understand the concepts
behind the core modules and how to use them. This
book starts with some basic introduction to Contract
management and then covers the advantages and
disadvantages of using a spreadsheet in managing
information on a project. The book then covers in detail
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the concepts involved with how it works from a 30,000
foot view and explains the concept of how Oracle
Primavera Contract Management is diametrically
opposed to a spreadsheet mentality. The book also
covers the aspects of how Oracle Primavera Contract
Management manages the money and contractual
relationships on a project.
Despite its wide availability and usage, few developers
and DBAs have mastered the true power of Oracle
SQLPlus. This bestselling book--now updated for Oracle
10g--is the only in-depth guide to this interactive query
tool for writing SQL scripts. It's an essential resource for
any Oracle user.The new second edition of Oracle
SQLPlus: The Definitive Guide clearly describes how to
perform, step-by-step, all of the tasks that Oracle
developers and DBAs want to perform with
SQLPlus--and maybe some you didn't realize you could
perform.With Oracle SQLPlus: The Definitive Guide,
you'll expertly: write and execute script files generate ad
hoc reports extract data from the database query the
data dictionary tables customize an SQLPlus
environment and much more It also includes a handy
quick reference to all of its syntax options and an oftenrequested chapter on SQL itself, along with a clear,
concise, and complete introduction.This book is truly the
definitive guide to SQLPlus. It's an indispensable
resource for those who are new to SQL*Plus, a taskoriented learning tool for those who are already using it,
and an immediately useful quick reference for every
user. If you want to leverage the full power and flexibility
of this popular Oracle tool, you'll need this book.
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Troubleshoot, tune, and optimize your Oracle database
efficiently and successfully every time. This book
explains how to take full advantage of the revolutionary
Oracle Wait Interface to quickly pinpoint--and solve--core
problems and bottlenecks, and increase productivity
exponentially.
Protecting Oracle Database 12c helps you solve the problem
of maximizing the safety, resilience, and security of an Oracle
database whilst preserving performance, availability, and
integration despite ongoing and new security issues in the
software. The book demonstrates, through coded examples,
how you can enable the consolidation features of Oracle
Database 12c without increasing risk of either internal
corruption or external vulnerability. In addition, new
protections not publicly available are included, so that you
can see how demonstrable risk improvements can be
achieved, measured, and reported through Enterprise
Manager 12c. Most importantly, the challenge of privileged
access control within a consolidation environment will be
addressed, thus enabling a safe move to greater efficiency.
Written by experts on the Microsoft(R) .NET programming
platform, ADO.NET in a Nutshell delivers everything .NET
programmers will need to get a jump-start on ADO.NET
technology or to sharpen their skills even further. In the
tradition of O'Reilly's In a Nutshell Series, ADO.NET in a
Nutshell is the most complete and concise source of
ADO.NET information available.ADO.NET is the suite of data
access technologies in the .NET Framework that developers
use to build applications services accessing relational data
and XML. Connecting to databases is a fundamental part of
most applications, whether they are web, Windows(R),
distributed, client/server, XML Web Services, or something
entirely different. But ADO.NET is substantially different from
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Microsoft's previous data access technologies--including the
previous version of ADO--so even experienced developers
need to understand the basics of the new disconnected
model before they start programming with it.Current with the
.NET Framework 1.1, ADO.NET in a Nutshell offers one place
to look when you need help with anything related to this
essential technology, including a reference to the ADO.NET
namespaces and object model. In addition to being a
valuable reference, this book provides a concise foundation
for programming with ADO.NET and covers a variety of
issues that programmers face when developing web
applications or Web Services that rely on database access.
Using C#, this book presents real world, practical examples
that will help you put ADO.NET to work immediately.Topics
covered in the book include: An Introduction to ADO.NET
Connections, Commands and DataReaders Disconnected
Data Advanced DataSets Transactions DataViews and Data
Binding XML and the DataSet Included with the book is a
Visual Studio .NET add-in that integrates the entire reference
directly into your help files. When combining ADO.NET in a
Nutshell with other books from O'Reilly's .NET In a Nutshell
series, you'll have a comprehensive, detailed and
independent reference collection that will help you become
more productive.
A complete guide to SQL*Loader, a utility used to move data
from external files into an Oracle database, offers step-bystep instruction in the various applications of SQL*Loader,
providing a task-oriented approach that covers the latest
Oracle 8 and Oracle 8i features. Original.
(Beginner/Intermediate)
For programmers, analysts, and database administrators,
SQL in a Nutshell is the essential reference for the SQL
language used in today's most popular database products.
This new edition clearly documents every SQL command
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according to the latest ANSI standard, and details how those
commands are implemented in Microsoft SQL Server 2008,
Oracle 11g, and the MySQL 5.1 and PostgreSQL 8.3 open
source database products. You'll also get a concise overview
of the Relational Database Management System (RDBMS)
model, and a clear-cut explanation of foundational RDBMS
concepts -- all packed into a succinct, comprehensive, and
easy-to-use format. This book provides: Background on the
Relational Database Model, including current and previous
SQL standards Fundamental concepts necessary for
understanding relational databases and SQL commands An
alphabetical command reference to SQL statements,
according to the SQL2003 ANSI standard The
implementation of each command by MySQL, Oracle,
PostgreSQL, and SQL Server An alphabetical reference of
the ANSI SQL2003 functions, as well as the vendor
implementations Platform-specific functions unique to each
implementation Beginning where vendor documentation
ends, SQL in a Nutshell distills the experiences of
professional database administrators and developers who
have used SQL variants to support complex enterprise
applications. Whether SQL is new to you, or you've been
using SQL since its earliest days, you'll get lots of new tips
and techniques in this book.
An enormous system comprising myriad technologies,
options, and releases, Oracle's complexities have spawned
numerous areas of specialization. For each area of
specialization there are equally specialized how-to books and
manuals. O'Reilly's Oracle Essentials claims a unique place
among these books. Rather than focusing on one area, the
book explains the foundational concepts of the Oracle
technology and the core technical and business aspects of
using it. The new edition of this classic book, Oracle
Essentials, 3rd Edition: Oracle Database 10g, distills a vast
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amount of knowledge into an easy-to-read volume covering
every aspect of the Oracle database. Readers of all levels will
learn about Oracle's features and technologies, including the
product line, architecture, data structures, networking,
concurrency, tuning, and much more. Featuring focused text,
abundant illustrations, and helpful hints, the new edition offers
a valuable overview of Oracle's Database 10g--the industry's
first database to support grid computing. Recent releases
such as Oracle 9i and 8i are also covered. The book contains
chapters on: Oracle products, options, and overall
architecture for Oracle 10g and prior recent releases Installing
and running Oracle: how to configure, start up, and shut down
the database, and various networking issues Oracle data
structures, datatypes, and ways of extending datatypes, with
an introduction to Oracle objects (e.g., tables, views, indexes)
Managing Oracle: security, the Oracle Enterprise Manager,
fragmentation and reorganization, and backup and recovery
Oracle performance: characteristics of disk, memory, and
CPU tuning Multi-user concurrency, online transaction
processing (OLTP), and high availability Hardware
architectures (e.g., SMP, MPP, NUMA) and their impact on
Oracle Data warehousing and distributed databases Network
deployment: using Oracle as an Internet computing platform
and for grid computing What's new in Oracle 10g: a summary
of the database changes described in the book Oracle
Essentials, 3rd Edition: Oracle Database 10g was written for
anyone whose job involves managing or building systems
using Oracle DBMS technology or working with staff that uses
Oracle technology. This book is the perfect all-in-one source
for understanding the complexities and capabilities of Oracle.
This quick reference covers database releases Oracle8i,
Oracle 9i, and Oracle Database 10g. For each initialization
parameter, the book includes a description, valid values,
default, and whether it can be changed dynamically. It also
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describes the initialization file and server parameter file and
provides hints for best performance. In addition to listing all
parameters alphabetically, the book indicates the categories
of parameters often set as a group to control different aspects
of the database.
A collection of sample scripts accompanied by a CD-ROM
enables database administrators and developers who use
Oracle to perform such tasks as monitoring databases,
protecting against data loss, and improving security and
performance. Original. (Advanced).
Gain a complete overview of Oracle CX Cloud Suite and its
tools for functions ranging from marketing to sales and
commerce to service Key Features Make optimal use of your
Oracle CX Cloud Suite to improve business results Achieve
improved customer insights through Oracle CX’s advanced
capabilities Learn how to design a CX solution architecture
Book Description Oracle CX Cloud offers features and
capabilities that help companies excel at sales, customer
management, and much more. This book is a detailed guide
to implementing cloud solutions and helping administrators of
all levels thoroughly understand the platform. Oracle CX
Cloud Suite begins with an introduction to high-level Oracle
architecture and examines what CX offers over CRM. You’ll
explore the different cloud-based tools for marketing, sales,
and customer services, among others. The book then delves
into deployment by covering basic settings, setting up users,
and provisioning. You’ll see how to integrate the CX suite to
work together to interact with the environment and connect
with legacy systems, social connectors, and internet services.
The book concludes with a use case demonstrating how the
entire Oracle CX Suite is set up, and also covers how to
leverage Oracle ICS and Oracle CX Cloud for hybrid
deployment. By end of the book, you will have learned about
the working of the Oracle CX Cloud Suite and how to
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orchestrate user experience across all products seamlessly.
What you will learn Differentiate between Oracle CRM and
CX Cloud suites Explore a variety of Oracle CX Cloud tools
for marketing and sales Set up users and database
connections during deployment Employ Cloud Suite CX tools
to aid in planning and analysis Implement hybrid Oracle CX
solutions and connect with legacy systems Integrate with
social media connectors like Facebook and LinkedIn
Leverage Oracle ICS and Oracle CX Suite to improve
business results Who this book is for This book is for
administrators who want to develop and strengthen their
Oracle CX Cloud Suite skills in the areas of configuration and
system management. Whether you are a new administrator or
an experienced professional, this book will enhance your
understanding of the new Oracle CX features.
If you work with Oracle, then you don't need to be told that
the data dictionary is large and complex, and grows larger
with each new Oracle release. It's one of the basic elements
of the Oracle database you interact with regularly, but the
sheer number of tables and views makes it difficult to
remember which view you need, much less the name of the
specific column. Want to make it simpler? The Oracle Data
Dictionary Pocket Reference puts all the information you need
right at your fingertips. Its handy and compact format lets you
locate the table and view you need effortlessly without
stopping to interrupt your workOracle Data Dictionary Pocket
Reference gives DBAs and developers at any level quick and
easy access to the data dictionary in Oracle's latest database,
Oracle9i. This pocket-sized book provides a complete list of
the most commonly used tables and views in the Oracle9i
data dictionary, intelligently arranged for quick reference. It
also includes column names and descriptions for each of the
tables and views, as well as helpful tips, warnings, and usage
examples.O'Reilly's Pocket References have become a
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favorite among developers and database administrators
everywhere. By providing a wealth of important details in a
concise, well-organized format, these handy books deliver
just what you need to complete the task at hand. When
you've reached a sticking point in your work and want to
check your facts quickly, the Oracle Data Dictionary Pocket
Reference is the book to have close by.
This book is the first of its kind, a book dedicated to tuning the
Oracle high availability RAC architecture. Oracle RAC
databases are flexible and robust, and along with this
flexibility comes complexity, making RAC tuning one of the
most challenging areas of Oracle tuning. Packed with incisive
insights and examples from one of America's leading RAC
experts, guru Brian Peasland delivers an indispensible book
for all RAC administrators who need to guarantee that their
RAC systems run at optimal performance. It's not enough for
the DBA to maintain and control RAC database, the RAC
DBA must also have an arsenal of tools and scripts that will
help them ensure that their RAC database run at optimal
levels. This book will be valuable to all Oracle professionals
who must tune their Oracle RAC systems for peak
performance. Similar to tuning Oracle database systems in
general, Oracle RAC performance tuning covers a wide
variety of focus areas. Topics will include Oracle wait events
specific to RAC deployments, using Oracle Enterprise
Manager Grid Control and AWR in diagnosing RAC problems,
and RAC utilities such as OS Watcher and ORAchk (formerly
RACcheck). This book will also discuss architecture issues
related RAC performance, delving into the cluster
interconnect, physical disk layout and Oracle 12c new Flex
Clusters. Oracle RAC also allows the workload the spread
among several low cost servers (scale-out) rather than a
large single server (scale-up), and this book examines these
approaches from a tuning perspective. Many companies are
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working towards private cloud implementations using RAC,
and this book is perfect for the DBA's charged with . Oracle
12c RAC raises the bar with its new multi-tenant database
implementation. Think of multi-tenant as virtualization at the
database level. As more companies start leveraging Oracle
12c RAC for their enterprise database architecture, it is
important that the system be designed and tuned properly to
ensure the application has a well-performing user experience.
This unique book provides a one-stop location for any RAC
DBA who must become a RAC performance tuning specialist.
Most Oracle RAC books on the market devote only one
chapter to performance tuning. The information in this book
provides a solid foundation for one's first RAC deployment,
and provide you with the tools and methods needed to keep
your complex RAC systems running optimally. While this
book is not for beginners, the reader is given sufficient
background throughout the chapters so that most Oracle
DBAs, even those will little Oracle RAC experience, will be
able to understand its contents. Oracle RAC is inherently
complex. This explains the concepts before delving into highly
technical areas. Many in-depth areas of RAC tuning are
explored that help the DBA reveal hidden performance trends
within even the most complex RAC database.
Demonstrates how to construct and properly build PL/SQL
packages, providing a full-use shareware version of PL/Vision
and a library of dozens of packages written by the author on
the companion disk. Original. (Advanced).
Distilling a vast amount of knowledge into an easy-to-read
volume covering the full range of Oracle's features and
technologies, this title includes an overview of Oracle 10g,
along with recent releases 9i and 8i. It provides everything
you should need to install and run the Oracle databases.
Develop enterprise architect skills by building secure, highly
available, and cost-effective solutions with Oracle Functions,
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Terraform, and the Oracle Cloud VMware Solution Key
Features Explore Oracle's Gen 2.0 Cloud infrastructure and
its high-performance computing capabilities Understand
hybrid cloud capabilities and learn to migrate apps from onpremises VMware clusters to OCI Learn to create Kubernetes
clusters and run containerized applications on Oracle's
Container Engine Book Description Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI) is a set of complementary cloud services
that enables you to build and run a wide range of applications
and services in a highly available hosted environment. This
book is a fast-paced practical guide that will help you develop
the capabilities to leverage OCI services and effectively
manage your cloud infrastructure. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
for Solutions Architects begins by helping you get to grips
with the fundamentals of Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, and
moves on to cover the building blocks of the layers of
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), such as Identity and
Access Management (IAM), compute, storage, network, and
database. As you advance, you'll delve into the development
aspects of OCI, where you'll learn to build cloud-native
applications and perform operations on OCI resources as well
as use the CLI, API, and SDK. Finally, you'll explore the
capabilities of building an Oracle hybrid cloud infrastructure.
By the end of this book, you'll have learned how to leverage
the OCI and gained a solid understanding of the persona of
an architect as well as a developer's perspective. What you
will learn Become well-versed with the building blocks of OCI
Gen 2.0 Cloud Control access to your cloud resources using
IAM components Manage and operate various compute
instances Tune and configure various storage options for
your apps Develop applications on OCI using OCI Registry
(OCIR), Cloud Shell, OCI Container Engine for Kubernetes
(OKE), and Service Mesh Discover ways to use objectrelational mapping (ORM) to create infrastructure blocks
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using Terraform code Who this book is for This book is for
cloud architects, cloud developers, and DevSecOps
engineers who want to learn how to architect and develop on
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure by leveraging a wide range of OCI
IAAS capabilities. Working knowledge of Linux, exposure to
basic programming, and a basic understanding of networking
concepts are needed to get the most out of this book.
Covering database, code, and architecture design for the
Oracle operating system, this text is arranged in four sections
including an overview of Oracle and data modelling; and
aspects of database design including denormalization, data
types, nulls, keys and indexes.
Explains how to configure Windows Me for maximum control
and flexibility, avoid the Home Networking and System
Restore wizard, and use Windows Script Host to eliminate
annoyances.
Secrets of the Oracle Database is the definitive guide to
undocumented and partially-documented features of the
Oracle Database server. Covering useful but little-known
features from Oracle Database 9 through Oracle Database
11, this book will improve your efficiency as an Oracle
database administrator or developer. Norbert Debes shines
the light of day on features that help you master more difficult
administrative, tuning, and troubleshooting tasks than you
ever thought possible. Finally, in one place, you have at your
fingertips knowledge that previously had to be acquired
through years of experience and word of mouth through
knowing the right people. What Norbert writes is accurate,
well-tested, well-illustrated by clear examples, and sure to
improve your ability to make an impact on your day-to-day
work with Oracle.

SQL (Structured Query Language), the heart of a
relational database management system, is the
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language used to query the database, to create new
tables in the database, to update and delete fields,
and to set access privileges. Aimed at everyone who
needs to access an Oracle database using SQL,
including developers, DBAs, designers, and
managers, this book delivers all the information they
need to know about standard SQL, and Oracle's
extensions to it.
Your Oracle career starts here! Ideal for those new
to Oracle technology, this officially authorized guide
teaches new DBAs the essentials of keeping an
Oracle database running at top performance. You’ll
get coverage of application, instance, database, I/O,
OS, and contention tuning.
Oracle is the most popular database management
system in use today, and PL/SQL plays a pivotal role
in current and projected Oracle products and
applications. PL/SQL is a programming language
providing procedural extensions to the SQL
relational database language and to an ever-growing
number of oracle development tools. originally a
rather limited tool, PL/SQL became with Oracle7 a
mature and effective language for developers. now,
with the introduction of Oracle8, PL/SQL has taken
the next step towards becoming a fully realized
programming language providing sophisticated
object-oriented capabilities. Steven
Feuerstein'sOracle PL/SQL Programming is a
comprehensive guide to building applications with
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PL/SQL. That book has become the bible for
PL/SQL developers who have raved about its
completeness, readability, and practicality.Built-in
packages are collections of PL/SQL objects built by
Oracle Corporation and stored directly in the Oracle
database. The functionality of these packages is
available from any programming environment that
can call PL/SQL stored procedures, including Visual
Basic, Oracle Developer/2000, Oracle Application
Server (for web-based development), and, of course,
the Oracle database itself. Built-in packages extend
the capabilities and power of PL/SQL in many
significant ways. for example: DBMS_SQL executes
dynamically constructed SQL statements and
PL/SQL blocks of code. DBMS_PIPE communicates
between different Oracle sessions through a pipe in
the RDBMS shared memory. DBMS_JOB submits
and manages regularly scheduled jobs for execution
inside the database. DBMS_LOB accesses and
manipulates Oracle8's large objects (LOBs) from
within PL/SQL programs. The first edition of Oracle
PL/SQL Programming contained a chapter on
Oracle's built-in packages. but there is much more to
say about the basic PL/SQL packages than
Feuerstein could fit in his first book. In addition, now
that Oracle8 has been released, there are many new
Oracle8 built-in packages not described in the
PL/SQL book. There are also packages extensions
for specific oracle environments such as distributed
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database. hence this book.Oracle Built-in Packages
pulls together information about how to use the
calling interface (API) to Oracle's Built-in Packages,
and provides extensive examples on using the builtin packages effectively.The windows diskette
included with the book contains the companion
guide, an online tool developed by RevealNet, Inc.,
that provides point-and-click access to the many files
of source code and online documentation developed
by the authors.The table of contents
follows:PrefacePart I: Overview 1. Introduction Part
II: Application Development Packages Executing
Dynamic SQL and PL/SQL Intersession
Communication User Lock and Transaction
Management Oracle Advanced Queuing Generating
Output from PL/SQL Programs Defining an
Application Profile Managing Large Objects Datatype
Packages Miscellaneous Packages Part III: Server
Management Packages Managing Session
Information Managing Server Resources Job
Scheduling in the Database Part IV: Distributed
Database Packages Snapshots Advanced
Replication Conflict Resolution Deferred
Transactions and Remote Procedure Calls
Appendix. What's on the companion disk?
Introduced a quarter-century ago, the Oracle
database remains the leading enterprise relational
database management system (RDBMS) in the
world. Oracle is a complex system, offering a myriad
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of products, languages, and tools. Frequent updates,
releases, and editions complicate the ability of
Oracle users to keep up with the huge amounts of
frequently changing information about the database
and its capabilities. The goal of "Oracle in a Nutshell
is to pull together the most essential information on
Oracle architecture, syntax, and user interfaces. The
content and format of this book, an admirable
addition to O'Reilly's respected In-a-Nutshell line,
combine to boil down vital Oracle commands,
language constructs, parameters, and file formats in
a succinct and highly accessible desktop reference.
"Oracle in a Nutshell covers the information that
database administrators PL/SQL and Java
developers, and system, network, and security
administrators need as they manage Oracle
databases and write code for these databases.
Oracle Hyperion Financial Management 11
Essentials These questions are similar to the ones
asked in the actual Test. How should I know? I
know, because although I have been working as a
Hyperion Consultant for many years, I have myself
recently certified with the latest version of the
Certification test. Before you start here are some
Key features of the Certification Exam. This
certification exam verifies that the candidate has the
knowledge required in the area of Hyperion Financial
Management This certificate builds on basic
consultant skills and experience that is then refined
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by practical experience during several projects. The
certification covers skills such as: creating
applications using and EPMA and via the classic
method, loading data, defining rules, working with
shared services and defining reports. The exam
targets the intermediate-level implementation team
member. The exam is Computer based and you
have 105 minutes to answer 60 Questions. The
Questions are (mostly) multiple choice type and
there is NO penalty for an incorrect answer. Some of
the Questions have more than one correct answer.
You must get ALL the options correct for you to be
awarded points. For questions with a single answer,
the answers will have a button next to them. You will
be able to select only one button. For questions with
multiple answers, the answers will have a 'tick box'
next to them. This allows you to select multiple
answers. You are not allowed to use any reference
materials during the certification test (no access to
online documentation or to any Oracle system).
Clearing the Certification will not automatically lead
you to a job. However a Certification with some
project experience will certainly open a lot of doors
for you. So if you have little or no experience, you
should get yourself certified, get some project
experience, and then the whole of the Oracle World
open for you to explore. Helping you with the first
step on you ladder to success is this book! Some
UNIQUE features of this Book: - There is NO Other
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quality material in the market for this Certification
exam. - The author has himself cleared the exam. All questions are multiple choice format, similar the
questions you will get in the actual exam. - Over 110
authentic questions, testing the exact same concepts
that will be tested in Your exam!
The new Oracle Application Server offers a wide
range of functionality, including Java runtime and
development tools, portal development tools,
business intelligence, single sign-on identify
management, and much more. It's so powerful and
complex, in fact, that many people who use the
product (or are considering using it) are familiar with
only a portion of the entire range of its capabilities.
The choices can be overwhelming. Few people
grasp how the larger issues--such as the interplay
between components or the various architectural
choices in the product--play out in the Oracle
Application Server. This new guide provides the
perfect introduction to the Oracle Application Server
for users of any level. Regardless of which of the
server's capabilities you use, you'll benefit from this
tightly focused, all-in-one technical overview. It's
written for anyone who is concerned with using and
managing web servers, doing Java development and
deployment, using Oracle's own tools--like Forms
and Reports, using or developing for Oracle Portal,
or those who use and administer business
intelligence, mobile or integration software. Divided
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into three concise sections, the book covers server
basics, core components, and server functionality.
The book leads with the history of Oracle Application
Server, its architecture, management, standards,
and third-party support for languages and tools such
as Java, Perl, and HTTP. The next section covers
Oracle's web server, containers for Java web
caching, and the server's security features. And
finally, the book discusses HTML development, Java
development, and Oracle development. Although the
book refers mainly to Oracle Application Server 10g,
the authors also describe features in earlier product
releases where necessary, particularly Oracle9i
Application Server. More comprehensible than a
large reference and more detailed than a primer, the
book provides a foundation for understanding and
using Oracle Application Server effectively and
efficiently. Readers concentrate on the most
important issues and components of the server,
focusing primarily on principles rather than syntax.
Designed to be the ideal first OracleAS book, Oracle
Application Server 10g Essentials offers Oracle
application developers and administrators everything
they need to know about this powerful server.
"Learning Oracle PL/SQL" introduces PL/SQL in a
way that's useful to a variety of audiences: beginning
programmers, new Oracle database administrators,
and developers familiar with other databases who
now need to learn Oracle. A consistent and
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understandable example application--the
development of a library's electronic catalog
system--runs through the chapters.
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